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BPMN Modeler Overview

The BPMN modeler is a graphical editor to model Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) diagrams compatible with the BPMN 1.2 specification from the Object Management Group.
Reasons for Move

The new SOA top level project (formerly SOA Tools project) is a better home for BPMN modeler because

- the SOA project aims to be the home for all Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) relevant projects.
- alignment with the runtime related projects will be easier.
- we should reach to a broader audience this way.
Project Structure

- The BPMN modeler project becomes a subproject under the Eclipse SOA top level project
- The committers and the rights remain the same as the whole project moves.
- No changes in the overall BPMN modeler project structure
Move Plan

- SVN: BPMN Modeler SVN is currently moving to git. No changes should intervene there.
- Newsgroup: No need to change news.eclipse.bpmn-modeler
- Mailing List(s): No need to change bpmn-dev
- Bugzilla: Change the classification for bugs with product = BPMN from STP to SOA
- Web site: No changes necessary
PMC Approvals, Project Plan and IP log

- Approval from STP PMC to leave
  http://dev.eclipse.org/mhonarc/lists/stp-pmc/msg00514.html
- Approval from SOA PMC to join
  http://dev.eclipse.org/mhonarc/lists/soa-pmc/msg00084.html
- The current project plan for BPMN Modeler 1.2 is available at
- The BPMN modeler IP log can be found at
Communication Channel for Feedback

Please provide feedback on BPMN modeler forum

http://www.eclipse.org/forums/eclipse.bpmn-modeler